
OUR APPROACH
Our scientists are committed to developing vaccine candidates 
for some of the world’s toughest viral threats by utilizing our 
innovative recombinant nanoparticle vaccine platform.1

OUR SCIENCE
Our vaccine technology combines genetic engineering with 
the immunogenicity-enhancing properties of our proprietary 
adjuvant to efficiently produce highly immunogenic particles 
targeting some of the most pressing viral infectious diseases.1

OUR PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY
We are committed to delivering novel products that leverage 
our innovative proprietary recombinant nanoparticle vaccine 
technology to help prevent a broad range of infectious diseases.

Our proprietary adjuvant is used in some of our vaccines to help 
enhance the immune response.1

Using the  
power of our 
technology to 
create tomorrow’s 
vaccines today.



As of July 30, 2021. 

* Did not meet primary endpoint

PLEASE SEE REFERENCES ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE 

NVX-CoV2373 prototype vaccine (NCT04368988, 
NCT04533399, NCT04583995, NCT04611802)2-14

•  NVX-CoV2373 is a proprietary adjuvanted vaccine using 
recombinant nanoparticle technology to generate 
antigen derived from the coronavirus spike protein 

•  A pediatric expansion in adolescents (12-<18 years) 
of the phase 3 clinical trial involving NVX-CoV2373 is 
currently active9,13,14 

NVX-CoV2373/Seasonal influenza vaccine (NCT04961541)15-18

•  Preclinical studies have been completed and phase 1 
study has not yet begun recruiting

NanoFlu™: Seasonal influenza vaccine (older adults  
65+ years) (NCT04120194, NCT03658629, NCT03293498)19-23

•  NanoFlu™, our proprietary adjuvanted vaccine, completed 
clinical trials to assess safety and immunogenicity compared 
with Fluzone® Quadrivalent.23 The phase 3 trial met the 
primary immunogenicity endpoint

ResVax™: Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) F vaccine 
(infants via maternal immunization) (NCT02247726, 
NCT02624947)24-29

•  ResVax™ - RSV F vaccine, an aluminum-adjuvanted RSV F 
vaccine, completed clinical trials to assess safety and 
tolerability in reducing hospitalizations in infants with RSV 
lower respiratory tract infection via maternal vaccination.26,28  
ResVax™ - RSV F vaccine did not meet the primary endpoint 
in a phase 3 clinical trial27

RSV F vaccine (older adults 60+ years) (NCT03026348, 
NCT02266628, NCT02608502)24,30-33

•  RSV F vaccine for older adults completed clinical trials 
to assess immunogenicity and safety with and without 
aluminum phosphate or proprietary adjuvants.31 RSV F 
vaccine in older adults 60+ years did not meet the primary 
endpoint in a phase 3 clinical trial

RSV F vaccine (pediatrics 2-6 years) (NCT02296463)24,34

•  RSV F vaccine completed a phase 1 trial to assess safety and 
immunogenicity in children between 2 and 6 years of age

Combination seasonal influenza/RSV F vaccine (older adults 
60+ years) (NCT01709019)24,35

•  Combination seasonal influenza/RSV F vaccine completed  
a phase 1 trial to evaluate safety and immunogenicity 
against both seasonal influenza and RSV

Ebola glycoprotein (GP) vaccine (NCT02370589)36,37

•  Ebola GP adjuvanted vaccine, which utilizes core 
recombinant baculovirus technology, completed a phase 1 
trial to assess immunogenicity and tolerability in humans

Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) vaccine38

•  MERS vaccine candidate was developed from the major 
surface spike protein of the circulating MERS strain and 
blocks infection in laboratory studies

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) vaccine39

•  SARS vaccine candidate was developed from the major 
spike protein and blocks infection in laboratory studies

 Proprietary saponin-based adjuvant             Active, not recruiting               Not yet recruiting             Recruiting               Completed

Vaccine2-39 Target Virus Preclinical Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Marketed

NVX-CoV2373: prototype vaccine
(≥18 years) SARS coronavirus-2

NVX-CoV2373: prototype vaccine 
(12-<18 years)

SARS coronavirus-2

NVX-CoV2373/ 
Seasonal influenza vaccine
(older adults 65+ years)

SARS coronavirus-2/ 
seasonal influenza

NanoFlu™: Seasonal influenza 
vaccine (older adults 65+ years)

Seasonal influenza

ResVax™: RSV F vaccine
(maternal immunization 18-40 years)

Respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV)

*

RSV F vaccine  
(older adults 60+ years)

Respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV)

*

RSV F vaccine  
(pediatrics 2-6 years)

Respiratory syncytial 
virus (RSV)

Combination seasonal influenza/
RSV F vaccine (older adults 60+ years)

Seasonal influenza/
respiratory syncytial 

virus (RSV)

Ebola GP vaccine Ebola virus

Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome (MERS) vaccine

MERS coronavirus

Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome (SARS) vaccine

SARS coronavirus
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